
THE DESIGN OF AN ANALOG BY DIGITAL MULTIPLIER
FOR ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SIGNAL PROCESSING

An electronic circuit is designed for Electrocardiogram
(ECG) signal-processing in which the ECG signal-in analog
form- is multiplied by a digital factor (time independent).

The circuit is based on the idea of controlling the gain of
an operational amplifier by a digital signal. The circuit is
designed to multiply an ECG analog varying from -100 mY to
+100 mY by a digital factor varying from -100 to + 100.

Experimental results 'show that for the specified input
range. the maximum error is 0.5 i. and the multiplication is
frequency indpendent up to 100 KHz.



Several applications of microprocessors in ECG signal
processing involves multiplication of the analog ECG signal
by the ~icroprocessor outputs which are usually digital
numbers [1], [2]. There are the alternatives to perform this
multiplication, nawely to cop-vert the digital number to an
analog one and perform an anlog by analog wultiplication, or
to convert the analog ECG signal to a digital one and
perform a digital by digital multiplication, or to perform a
direct analog by digital multiplication.

The first two ~ethods depend on the cor.version of an analog
signal to a digital ore or vice versa. This makes the
impleffientation of both circuits very cOffiplexand expensive.
Also the conversion rate of the D/~ or AID limits the
maximum input analog sigp.al frequency. In our case, where
real time multiplication is needed, very high speed DIA's or
AID's are required which makes the system even mere complex
and expensive. The conversior. precess itself, depending on
the resolution of the DIA or AID introduces errors that
render inaccurate system.

As the third method does not involve any conversio~, it is
simpler, less expensive and mere accurate. The aim of this
work is to design a simple Analog by Digital Multiplier
(Ar.~) to perform the multiplication of an analog sigr.al by a
digital factor in the real time and with convenient
accuracy.



The concept of the analogy be digital multiplier (ADM) is
based cn the idea of controlling, by digital signal, the
gain of an operational amplifier. Figure 1 shows the circuit
of an operational amplifier as an inverting amplifier. The
relatior. between the magnitudes of the output and input
voltage signals is as follows:

If we replace R. by a
1

cor.taining a resistance
above relation beco~es:

set of parallel branches, each
in series with a switch then the

where Rt is the parallel combination of the resistance of
those branches whose switches are on. Each switch is
controlled by a digital input bit such that it is closed
when the input bit is at logical 1 and opened if it is at
logical O. The resistance Pb in series with each switch is
chosen such that:

where N is the weight of the digital input bit. For a 4-bit
digital input word the circuit becomes as that shown in
Figure 2.



Consider the input digital word to be 8 bits wide, with the
most significant bit reserved for the sign, the decimal
equivalent of the digital input will vary from -128 to ~
128, and the amplifier circuit of Figure 2 will be modified
by introducing three more input branches. We assume the
digital inputs to be TTL levels [3]. To imple~ent the
digitally controlled swi~ches the CMOS Quad Bilateral
switches (4066) [4] were used for the following features:

(i) Lowen-resistance (270 ohms at VDD 0 + 5V)
(ii) Extremely low leakage current in the OFF state (0.1

nA).
(ui)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Frequency response, switch on up to 40 MHz.
TTL ccmpatability
Low current switch controls
Analog signal range fro~ (VSS-0.5) to (VDD + 0.5)
volts

(vii) Low power consumption
(viii) Low price.

A schematic diagram of the 4066 switch package is shown in
Figure 3.

The operational areplifierused in the circuit W86 chosen to
be FET Dual operational amplifier (LF 353) for the following
features:

(i) Wide gain bandwidth (40 MHz)
(ii) High input impedance (1012 ohms)



(ui) Low offset vol tage C3 mY)
(iv) Low price.

The Most critical part of the circuit is the resistors.
since the multilier accuracy depends upo~ the values of
these resistances. The main factor determining the values of
these resistances is the switch eN-resistance (R = 270

. on
ohms). The sma.llest resistance in the J:arallel branches is
the one corresponding to the most significant bit which
equals to

R6 = R/64

If we take R6 to be 20 kilo-ohms, this gives sufficient
accuracy. The values of the parallel resistors will thus be

R 1.28 mega-ohrrs
0

R} 640 kilo-ohrrs
R2 = 320 kilo-ohms (6)

R3 160 kilo-ohms
R4 80 ki lo-ohrr.s
RS 40 kilo-ohms
R6 20 kilo-ohlI.s



It is not easy to have this wide range of precision
resistors. To overcome this, trimmers in series with fixed
resistors are used to give a precise overall resistance.

The feedback resistor Rf should be equal to R, which is 1.28
mega-ohrrs, for correct multiplication. If we set the rr.aximum
analog input to be 100 rr.Vand the maximum digital input to
b~ + 100, then the maximum output of the multiplier stage
will be + 10 V. But since the output of the multiplier stage
is to drive the sign-bit stage, then Rf must be modified so
as to bring down the rraximum output of the multipler stage
to the levels adequate for the sign-bit stage.

The circuit of Figure 5 is used to imFlement the sign-bit
stage. It is such thE.t when the sign-bit is at logical 0
then the digital word is taken to rerresent a positive
number, and when the sign-bit is at logical 1 the number is
a negative one. The output of the multiplier stage is fed to
a 4066 switch. The input requirements of the switch is that
the analog signal must be within VDD + 0.5 V and VSS - 0.5
V. Th~s if Rf is halved, that is taken to be 640 kilo-ohms
instead of 1.28 mega-ohms, then the output of the rr.ultiplier
stage will be within + 5 V.

For VDD = 5 V and VSS = - 5V this would be adequate since
the 4066's input can thus vary frow + 5.5 V to - 5.5 V.

An operational amplifier is used at the input to interface
between the TTL digital input and the CMOS switch. The C~0S
NOR Gate (4011) is used as an inverter. The final
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operational amplifier was chosen to have a gain of 2 so as
to compensate for the halving of Rf in the multiplier stage.

The final circuit of the analog by digital multiplier (ADM)
is shown in Figure 6.

The following experiments were made to check the accuracy
resolution, and frequency response of the circuit:
Experiment 1: The ADM ",·asgiven a 100 mv input- the ma.ximum
design input-and the digital inFu.t wes varied from a to 100
unit in steps of 1. The analog output was recorded.

Experiment 2: The Ar.M ",·asgiven a sinusoidal input of laC mV
peak to peak and the digital input was set ~t 100. The
frequency of the analog input signal was varied frorr.d.c. to
1 MHz and the analog output wes recorded.

In experiment 1 an offset of 3 mV to 9 mV was observed. When
the ffi~ximcm offset, corresponding to digital input 0, WaS

cOffiFensatedfor, the output had an error not exceeding 0.5 %
as in Table 1.

Assuming
stated

that the digital input varies from -100 to +10C as
earlier, the required resolution is (1/100) or 1 %.

the maximum allowable error is + 0.5 %. Frorr.the



results of experiment 1 we can see that the circuit
satisfies this condition.

Experiment 2 yielded that the output was constant for input
analog frequencies fro~ d.c. up to 100 KHz. This sho~s that
our ADM is frequency-independent in this range.

The analog by digital multiplier (ADM) presented has the
follo~ing advantages:

(i) Analog input level is between -lOC ~v and + 10C mv
with a frequency spectrum up to 10C KHz.

(ii) Digital input is 8-bit in sign magnitude
representation with a decimal equivalent range of -100
to + 10C'.

(iii) The output is analog and rangesbet~een -lOV and +lOV.
(iv) The maximum error is 0.5% of the ~aximum output

voltage.
(v) The wultiplication is performed in the real time.
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TobIe 1 ReE'ult.s of expel iment 1

TI.eor. Exp. Error% rr~~cr. Ex;>. Er
alp olp o/p alp------------------------------------------------------------------
0 O. 0'. 51 50.158
1 0.98 0.02 52 ~l .67
2 1.97 0.03 53 52.66
3 2.96 0.04 54 53.64
4 3.94 0.n6 55 54.63
5 4.93 0.07 55 55.60
6 5.92 D.uS C) " 56.58
7 6.91 0.08 58 57.57
8 7.flFJ 0.12 59 58.56
9 8.8::5 0.14 60 59.55
10 9.85 0.14 61 60.53
11 10.84 0.16 62 61.52
12 11.82 0.17 b3 62.51
13 12.81 0.21 64 64.17
14 13.7':1 0.21 65 65.15
15 14.78 0.21 66 66.14
16 15.72 0.27 67 67.12
17 16.71 0.28 68 68.11
18 17.70 0.29 69 61.10
19 18.68 O.Jl 70 70.09
20 19.67 0.32 71 71.09
21 20.60 O.jJ 72 72.04
22 n.65 O.:'J5 73 ~/3. 03
23 22.64 0.39 74 74.02
24 23.61 0.39 75 75.0U
25 7.4.60 0.42 76 75.99
26 23.50 0.42 77 7(, OR
27 26.57 0.42 78 T/ . ':16
28 2'/.55 O. <1::i '19 78.95
29 28.54 0.46 80 79.S9
30 29.50 0.50 81 CJ.E'8
31 30.51 0.49 82 81 .05
32 32.00 0.00 ::33 82.85
33 3::.98 0.02 04 83.83
34 33.97 0.03 85 84.82
35 34.95 0.04 86 85.81
36 35.94 0.03 87 8f.79
37 36.94 0.06 88 87.76
38 37.91 0.08 89 81:1.75
39 38.90 0.09 90 89.74
40 39.8'/ 0.13 en 90.72
41 40.06 0.14 92 91.71
42 41.83 U.15 93 92.70
43 42.83 0.17 94 93.68
44 43.82 0.18 95 94.65
45 44.Ul 0.18 96 96.15
46 '15.79 0.20 97 97.14
47 46.78 0.21 98 90.1?
48 47.72 0.28 99 99.11
49 48.71 0.28 100 100.10
50 49.70 0.29
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